Huntington Jewish Center Vision Statement

Introduction

We approach, engage and nurture our members on their lifelong Jewish journeys. We offer meaningful opportunities for communal and self-expression rooted in our tradition and in connection to the Jewish people and Israel.

Our Core Values

*Kehilla kedosha* - “a holy community” that respects each individual as infinitely valued

Accessible and understandable Judaism - Torah and tradition that is close to human hearts and abilities

*Tikhun olam* - “repairing the world” by striving for social justice and caring for the environment

Thoughtfully evolving - open and responsive to contemporary challenges and opportunities within the framework of the Conservative movement

Egalitarian - full participation of men and women

Acceptance of diversity - embracing all generations and Jewish family structures

We Offer our Community

- A welcoming congregation that reaches out to newcomers and members young and old alike
- Opportunities for spiritual growth
- Torah infused education for all ages and stages
- Care and support in times of need
- A warm setting for life’s celebrations
- Social activities fostering connections among members